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SIMPLIFIED SKELETONS

edge oF rhe pivot points or joints ir

0 skeleton, your drawing will come

Legs ore very pliable, copable ol

doubling up and stretching out.

On the leap pose below, note how
the rib coge elongates in o stretched



SKETCHING IN FORMS

^'7'
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MOOD AND FEELING

Every ottist is an ocfor, in rhot he conveys
fo the observer the mood or attitude of his

onlmd choroclers and must Feel the situation

before he con put if down on paper. If the

mood is a tense one, such as that of the deer
group, then you strive for o tout, tense mood in

your characters. At such a time, onimols drop
lower on their hindquarters, prepared for a
quick departure if the situation worronts. The
ears and toil ore perked up. The whites of
the eyes ore seldom visible in animals except
when they ore extremely tense ond frightened.

In the deer sketch, the stretched necks olso help
to convey tension.

In a very tired pose, like that of the horse,
the effect requires as much droop os possible.
Animals shift their weight from leg to leg
when tired. Their hoods hong low, Keeping
the withers high accents thot effect.



To convey excitement, flaring llie manes
of the horses was helpful. The nostrils ore wide,

ears bock, ond the whites of the eyes visible.

The neck muscles ore tout.



The best way »o sfoge the cowering pose
for the dogs seemed to be to keep the
heods low, with their oftenlion drown up. The
reor qoorters ore dropped, ond the toils ore
between the legs.

The lions below express o mood of lazy
contentment. Like their domestic cousins, lions
lozily swish their toils in relaxed moods such
os these. The head of the forther onimal resting
on the other cat's bock gives the scene o
quiet peace.

Whatever the mood, see it mentolly before
you stort to work. It may be necessory to sketch
several rough poses before you find or..-

which you feel is satisfoctory. The following
ore good test questions to ask yourself: Will
this pose convey the meoning in silhouette^
Ij my stoging cleor? How con I make th>s

pose stronger?
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THE USE OF LINE

Basicoliy rhero or* two ittnds of line:

o sfroight line, ond o curved line of

vorying degree. Primarily we use line

fo build form ond solids ond lo create

movement.

Here ore some bosk lines used to build

forms and solids.

An example of Fig. 1 is the cat. Note 2 ^'0- ^

Fig. 3 is a good one also lo creole ^'S- ^

weight in horizontal view.

( ) X (I )
Fig. 1 Fg. 2 f'fl- 3 Fig.





For rhythm oad sweep in your draw-

ings olwoys establish a line oF action.





ACTION ANALYSIS-ANIMATION

Feel weight, stress and stroin, action

and reaction.

Arcs ore important in animation. There

is aiwoys o pivot point, but even that

pivot point is movable, as below. .

The use oF reverse action is good
practice.

Note -the bunching up and elongating

of Forms, os in a rabbit taking off.

Overlapping action is another impor-

tant factor in animation, where ports

oF the body foke different paths of

action. Note legs.
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descent, the horse has thro»

the rebound elongates



BRUSH TECHNIQUE

Brush and ink is an excellent mediurn For

drowing antmols. Since the fur textures of

onifnols vory, your brush technique will vary

olso. To show the high sheen of a race horse,

for example, I keep my brush stroke thin,

close together, and even, leaving open oreos

to suggest high lights.

Shagginess, which is a characteristic of

some cornels, dogs, etc., may be conveyed

by o dry-brush style. This is obtoined by

thinning out your brush on scratch poper after

you hove dipped it in ink. The desire here is

to hove the tip of the brush Hot, with the thin

edges of the hairs of the brush just wet enough

to give a soft tone. The wetness of the brush

and the pressure of the brush on the paper

determine the tone value you will achieve.

Regordless of the technique, I olways hold

my brush as I would o pencil, using wrist action

for my brush strokes.

Here ore some practice exercises for the

two styles described.





THE HORSE FAMILY - Bone Structure

WilKour knowledge of rKe principles

of bone struchjre, il would be difficult

to show construction, onimotion, or

earicofuro. Nolurolly the skeleton vor-

ies with the conformation of each type

of animal, but there is a basic similarity

in the skeletons of all onimols. Here is

0 simplified approach For the skeleton

of a hot

build on the rib cage (here the

details ore omitted).

Storting with the spinal column, Ireot

it, for the sake of simplicity, like a

rubber hose, tapering down to a point

at the toil end.

Now attach skull.

Next odd the verlebroe, simplified

again. Note variety in shape. The two

high points are support for leg bones.

View showing shope of skull.

Next ottoch the scopulo. Arrow

points to socket for humerus bone.
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Study eoeh skeleton with the related
drawing. Observe how flonks turn out
ond knees turn in on hindquorters —
olso slight knock-knee in standing pose.





MUSCLE STRUCTURE

Nol» underlayer of musdei leadm;
Keod. ft would be a good exercise

drow in the skeleton over this draw
since it would show clearly wheri
muscles wrap around vorious bot





VARIOUS PARTS

Thinking of the horse in separate units

will help you to visualize the onimal

os 0 solid, and to see the relative size

of vorious. ports.

Note the position of the scopulo.





A common mistake of beginners is to

place the eye o( the horse loo (or

lorword. When roughing in the head,

check the divisions to be sure it is in



Like a foyj rubber bond, the mutcles
elongate in stretched positions. In
crouched positions, as in the first sketch,
the muscles bunch up.

When the horse pushes off with his

forefeet, not only do the legs stretch

out, but the whole forequorter section

as well. The neck becomes longer, with

a lot of tension on the under muscles
connecting to his heod



Always tKinit oF the elasticity of f

Even the rib cage is pliable For sq.

and elongation.

Tendons also play an important pat

There are points to remember in draw
ing action poses, some oF which have

been mentioned before but ore

worth repealing. They are:

Stress and siroin

Elongoting and bunching of Form

Weight

Action and reaction

Weiaht reoction. os in the imooet from







As a practice exercise, give yourself

a problem such os o horse pulling o

heovy load forword. Get os much
drive in the pose os possible. Then

reverse your pose by having the horse

pull against the load, backwords.





CANTER

Right rear leg and leFt foreleg pushing

off, right foreleg toking weight.

legs pull through.

Rear legs gather under For contact. Rear legs again toke weight.

Bock lo beginning of cycle









DRAFT HORSES

These boxed-in drowings show ihi

difF»r«nca in >i2e and cenFarmatinr
beKveen (he dra(t and saddle type:

The droft horse is massive in neck and
shoulders, for show purposes, the legs

ore Feathered out.





Because he is young, there is an awk-

ward legginess to o colt's actions, as

though he is never quite sure oF his

balance. Try to copture thot feeling in

your poses.

Approach; getting the attitude or pose

and plocing pivot points.

Feeling Form — solidifying drowing.

Working in the detail of the Forms.



BLOCKING IN

When you hove your horses sketched

In ond you desire rone, block in your

plones. Concentrate on basic planes

first, ond then work to the minor ones.

When doing this, sketch in your lines

following the contours of the body.

If the basic plones ore right, the lesser

ones will not be difficult.









CARICATURE

On ifie droFl he

and Fry to kee|

stoutness.

lorse, exaggerate chest

>p on all-around short

Note how smoll knees occent the full-

ness of feothering of the legs.

To suggest tall, sleek, aristocrotic thor-

oughbred, oil proportions hove been
kept slim and tapering.

Note flore given to toil for o peocoek-
like impression.





THE DEER FAMILY

ir IS slender, groceful, om
in body. Work for loperin;

rhe bone structure is ver]







DEER-ANIMATION
Walk

Deer liFt their feet high at the begin-

Jump
Note the low ore the rear takes.

Observe also how neck and heod



Virginio deer, found in the northern

and eastern United States, are excellent

for drawing. They are toll, leon, and

extremely graceful in motion.

Work for rhythm — th«

full of it.

Slow-molion pictures reve

extreme positions, like thi



me structure o( the slog is no
lanviar ihnn thnt the Ai

;l( is thicker, the muscles c

generoliy throughout the bod;

The antlers vary in size ond nun

oF prongs, in accordance with the

and type of deer. They furnish a

decorative occent to the drawing.



1^ is helpful to have a strong line of

action, leading from the rear leg to
A few lines con suggest mony forms.









ror the feeling of rhymm, weave your

forms fogetfier. If no! only unifies your
drawing buf gives it movomenf ond
grace as well.



















6«cou>e it Keavy and solid, the lion

oppeors to be ihorter-bodied than





LION JUMP

Body ready For leap. Note how hind-

quorlert gother beneath him, ready

to push ofF. Forelegs are pushing oFF.

hindquartersObserve the

animol di{

Body in push-oFF. Note strong line

oF action through the whole body.

Forequarters draw close to body in

Forword thrust.

Forelegs arch up, preporing to hnd.

Right Foreleg takes weight in landing.

LeFi Foreleg stretches For ground.

Hindquarters pull through From stretch

position.

Right hind leg stretches in landing. This

pose would lead into a pose similar

to number one iF the cot were to jump
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BUILDING A HEAD

Work for brood planes ot first. See

ibot your forms relote to each other.

Dividing the head down the middle

will help, since it will give you o line

of comparison by which to keep your

forms in proper perspective.
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CATS -CARICATURE
I like To emphasize The sleekness and

rhythm oP the black ponther — the

long, tapering legs and long body.

The open mouth at the leFf gives a

comic ePfect. In this sketch, I mode the

mouth brood at the top and narrow
at the bottom to give voriety oP shape,

and to emphosize the open, stretched



In the comic type above, I emphasized

the size af his heod, mane, and chest

region. The chin whiskers ore exoger-

rated, and the tip of the toil is full

to obtain a flare effect.







COWS-CARICATURE
They're very ongular, with proirudtng

bone oreos and o great deal oF bullc

in the stomach. The basket-like draw-

ing at the lop suggests the manner in

which the weight hangs from the spinol

column. >

Making the tip oF the tail Full gives

nice accent.

The emphasis here is on the jowls. By

conirost, the smoll muzzle points up

the eFFect.
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GIRAFFES

The giroHe is very angular animal, with

a wide |ow and a pointed, V-$Kaped

nose. The upper lip is split, ond the eyes

protrude somewhat from the side of

the head. The hindquorter section is

set low, in controst to the high withers.





CAMELS

A cornel hos many dominant cKoroc-

Teristlcs. he is very leggy onimol

with a deep chest. To me, his most

unusual feature is the very smoll oreo

on which the hindquorlers are set.

Unlike most animals, the angle of the

eye is different from that of the mouth.

The eyes are wide-set, and protrude

from the head, somewhat like those of

the giraffe.



The hump is a fatty substance and

not ottoched to the backbone.

CAMELS -CARICATURE

Being caricatures in themselves, camels

ore comparatively easy. I emphasize

the following points: very small pelvic

region where hind legs attach to body,

long lower lip, hump foccentuated by

moking it wider ot top.)







GORILLAS -CARICATURE

For the comic type, I hove exoggeroled

the size of the chest and orms, in

relation to the small legs. The points

which I believe give this drowing o silly

appearance are; the long upper lip,

broad mouth, small pointed crown,

and long orms in contrast to short legs.

To convey the Feeling of formidoble

power to this "menace" type, F hove

exoggerated his powerful .shoulders

and arms. The head is buried right in

the body, ond the size of the mouth

is exaggerated. The small crown helps

to occentuate, by contrast, the massive-

ness of the body.



Ilvision animal

The piglet's high forehead gives him

culeness. Keep the body relatively



WART H005

There is hair running from the fore-

head olmost to the middle of the back.





Dogt vory in conformation and $ize,

but are closely alike in many respects.

&elow ore two simplified skeletons for

two different types. They ore kept the

same except for relative size of ports

of the skeletons. Keep in mind the

character of the dog — for example,

the long bock and short legs of o

dochshund contrasted with the relative

short squareness of on English bull

















Bloodhound
Exaggeroted angular body, size of

nose, ond loose skin on the head. The

ears are low to give o heavy eFIect.

Sheep Dog
Exaggerated woolliness. The toil w
Flared For accent.

DOGS-CARICATURE

Dachshund
Exoggerated length of body, long

pointed head, ond length of ears.

Bulldog
Exoggeroted heoviness of chest, short,

stocky bowlegs, ond massive jaw.

The spiked collar helps in this case

to establish the character of the dog.

Dogs ore morvelous for coricoture

because of the mony controsting types.

When you hove severol together, work

for opposite types. This will moke eoch

one stand out more definitely.















KANGAROOS- CARICATURE
Points of exoggerotion: squ

lorge Full ears, thin neck. (Us

contrast with the very lor

Moke markings dork on oil ends: end
of toil, pows, feet, and Kps of eors.



RABBITS

Their bodies ore very elastic, and they

double their length in siretched-out

positions.

In the lower sketch, note the three

basic units— head, chest, and the lower

part of body.



In sitting positions, you’ll notice gen-

erally that there's a bunching up of

Forms. But studying motion-picture

Frames reveals that they are capable

of reolly spreading out.

When spotting your dorks, ploy your

lights ogoinst the darks.

Bunnies ore always fun to draw. It is

well to use a dry brush for softness.

Jump

Note the bunching up and elongating

of the rabbit on the take-off.



RABBITS- CARICATURE

Rabbits are excellent for humonized

types, their heads and bodies ore so

flexible For expression. It is especiolly

interesting to work with their [owls and

muzzles. The buckteeth odd to the

comic effect, and their ears can be

used in various ways for expression.

Hang the ears for sadness; stretch

them back in o surprise take, etc.





ELEPHANTS







Juit be(.uuse cleMituril} utc biy uiiJ

bulky, don't be afraid to move them

round. On action drawings below,

note how the hind le'gs and trunk are

u»ed tor the line of action.



To make ttiis pose interesting, I opposed
the position of the head to that of

the line of movement of the body.
Note pull of loose skin between head
and chest in the drawing at lower left.



ELEPHANTS -CARICATURE

An elephant has so mony unusual

characteristics that he is easy to

coricature. To create .comic effects,

I two oofnptoloty lyp««

OS examples. TKe upper drawing is in-

congruous because of the use of

long legs and large feet. In the lower

drawing, the emphasis is on the huge

body ond long trunk. A number of

other points could be emphasized,

features could be mode to stand out

by dwarfing the size of the body.





Build on your outer forms whi

start, and follow through on tl

of action as below, from the r<

to front leg.

THE BEAR FAMILY

Rpnrs nre fun to draw, since their

Forms ore so simple and compocl.Work

with os many straight lines as possible

when drowing them — the tendency is

!o U3C loo many currei.

Remember the three body breaks; note

bear below.



For standing positions, think of the

three units which I have indicated
below. The high point of the withers

breaks the flow of form between the
neck and the back.









Cubs ore small in muzzle ond high in

crown, which gives ihem o high fore-

head. Their bodies ore short, and
rney are siigntiy pigeon-toed like their

porents. Keeping the eyes low in their

heeds odds le the effect of euteness.



POLAR BEARS

iheir necks ore longer and their noses

more pointed. They carry quite o bit

of loose hair on the underside, running

from iKe jaw Lock along ike neck,

chest, and stomach.



BEARS-CARICATURE

On the adult, exaggerote the large

torso ond massive "orms." By keeping

legs short, you occenluote size of body.

The use oF heovy jowls works

on beers. For o silly effect, lee

the chin on your charocter.

For culeness in small bears keep the

body short and dumpy, the forehead

high, eyes low, cheek and stomach Full,

and the mouth short and small.



For rhe comic types, I hove used two

extremes. In one sketch, the main mass

the other, tt is carried in the chest

area. In the upper sketch, the thin neck

contrasts absurdly with the bulk of

the body.

The polar bear seems to lend itself to

o stylized drowing. Here, I exogger-

oted the long neck, pointed nose, and

heavy, long forelegs.



COMPOSITION IN ANIMAL GROUPING

Composition may be on old story to many
reoders, but for tbe benefit of those to whom
it is new, I should like to summarize some
fundamental points. A good picture should be

on effective combination of verticol, horizontal,

and diogonol lines. There should be opposi-

tion, such as a vertical opposing a horizontal

line, and repetition, where o line moving in a

certain direction is repeated in onother port

of the picture. Except in obstroct compositions,

the use of curved lines is natural throughout

the picture. It is odvisoble too, to hove a defi-

nite line of oction in your picture so ihot the

viewer eon follow the movement. An accent

is always important, since it tends to breok

the monotony of o line of oction.

The problem in this elephant picture was

how to stage it most effectively. Believing that

an underneath shot would give the desired

dramatic effect, I first concerned myself with

a satisfoctory pose, in which the observer

would be looking up. Then I worked out the rest

of the picture so os to intensify that effect.

Note the lines of composition. The girl's hair

is used os on accent,





To show m® powerful bulk of these draft

horses, I used a three-quarter front perspective.

For dramatic effect, the comera angle is low,

thus accentuatino the size of the forequarters

and the height of the withers of the horse in

the foreground.

The grooves in the earth give movement to

the picture. The grooves, running downhill

in the foreground create contrast with the

up-angle of the foreground horse.
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In this layout, the use of diagonal,

verficat ond horizontal lines is em-

phasized. A strong vertical, such as

the left foreleg of the horse 'n the

foreground, tends to hold the picture

together. Note how it lead* info the

three heads. The rear horse's head is

the accent. Observe the right foreleg

of the horse in the lead. It furnishes

o good diagonal. to the picture, as

well as extending in the direction of

the rear horse’s head. (See arrows



;< ^n,nt,A Prnm fhi^ riflht rear lea

through the buck's left foreleg. To direct

attention to the town, the mother*

head is turned to it, and the fawr>

[s placed in onother line oF motion.

irticals, and the repetition



Agoin in this drawing, the various polhs

of action are indicated by arrows.

A strong line of action from the right

hind leg of the rear horse follows

through to the left foreleg of the front

works as an occent. The ongle of

the front horse's heod is in opposition

fo fhe line of his left foreleg. The

left foreleg of the reor horse gives

a vertical line to the. picture.


